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Domain Redution Abstration ?Yunja Choi, Mats Heimdahl, Sanjai RayadurgamComputer Siene and Engineering, University of Minnesota,Minneapolis, MN 55455, USAfyuhoi, heimdahl, rsanjaig�s.umn.eduAbstrat. We suggest domain redution abstration for model heking systems withnumeri guarding onditions and data transition onstraints. The tehnique abstratsthe domain of data variables using data equivalene and trajetory redution in orderto redue the (possibly in�nite) state spae.Earlier work introdued the tehnique for systems with no data onstraints or deter-ministi data onstraints. Here, we extend the work to non-deterministi onstraineddata transition systems. We provide a formal de�nition and proof of the soundness ofthe tehnique, and illustrate the abstration tehnique with a small example.Keyword: Domain abstration, model heking software systems, onstraineddata transition systems, numeri onstraints1 IntrodutionModel heking has been suessful in heking properties of various �nite state systems,but the usefulness is limited by the size of the system state spae. Espeially, the apabilityto verify software systems has been limited sine software systems are likely to have in�nite,or �nite but very large, state spaes.Important lasses of software systems an be viewed as onsisting of a �nite ontrolomponent and a (typially in�nite or very large) data omponent. In suh systems, thetransitions between ontrol variables are guarded by various linear and non-linear dataonditions, and the transitions between data values may be subjet to various onstraintswhih an be non-deterministi. For example, a temperature ontrol system an have theguarding ondition temp < 10 for a ontrol transition and temp0 = temp + [��; �℄ as aonstraint for the temperature hange.Constraint-free data transition systems allow random hange of data variables whileonstrained data transition systems onstrain the way data variables hange their valuebetween pre-state and post-state, suh as the data onstraint x0 = x + 1. In a previouspaper [5℄ we presented domain redution abstration based on data equivalene and trajetoryredution for onstraint-free data transition systems and deterministi onstrained datatransition systems. In this paper we extend the tehnique to systems with limited non-deterministi onstrained data transitions, suh as systems with data onstraints of thetype temp0 = temp + [��; �℄. We provide a formal foundation for the domain redutionabstration for onstrained data transition systems. Our tehnique abstrats the domain ofdata variables in order to redue the state spae, leaving the ontrol part of the systemunhanged.Trajetory redution abstrats data trajetories to shorter data trajetories with the sameharateristis (exept for trajetory length). By introduing data stuttering in the abstrat? This work has been partially supported by NASA grant NAG-1-224 and NASA ontrat NCC-01-001.



system, we restore trajetory lengths and provide a simulation of the original system. Tra-jetory redution may dramatially redue the domain of the data variables, while retainingthe essential behavior of the system, and make model heking feasible. The abstrationtehnique is onservative but preise enough to not introdue many spurious behaviors. Inaddition, the tehnique applies to systems with both linear and non-linear data onditions.The remainder of this paper is organized as follows; after disussing some losely relatedworks below, Setion 2 formalizes the type of systems overed by our approah and intro-dues some basi de�nitions. Setion 3 shows the theory behind the abstration and a formalproof that the abstration is a simulation of the original system. A pratial appliation ofthe tehnique is illustrated in Setion 4. Setion 5 onludes with a disussion.Related Work: Among the various abstration tehniques suggested for model hek-ing systems with data variables [1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 2℄, few address onstrained data transitionsystems.Prediate abstration [10℄ enodes eah data ondition (prediate) with a boolean vari-able reduing the possibly in�nite state spae to a �nite one. Prediate abstration is apableof handling onstrained data transition systems with the manual aid of deision support toolssuh as PVS, but produes a rather oarse abstration. Namjoshi and Kurshan [12℄ suggestan algorithm to automate the proess by using syntati analysis. It allows bounded non-determinism in the system by exploiting eah deterministi ation individually, whih anbe very expensive for systems with non-deterministi data transition onstraints.Chan et al. [4℄ desribe a tehnique for model-heking systems with non-linear dataonditions using an approah similar to prediate abstration. In their work, a onstraintsolver is used to eliminate infeasible ombinations of onditions. The tehnique is apable ofmodel heking systems with omplex non-linear data onditions, but limited to onstraint-free data transition systems and a small subset of onstrained data transition systems thatallow only identity data transitions x0 = x.Alur et al. [1℄ and Bultan et al. [3℄ use symboli approximation based on abstrat in-terpretation for model heking systems that are similiar to our notion of onstrained datatransition systems. Their approahes are di�erent from others in that they diretly modelhek in�nite systems using symboli approximation without onstruting an abstrat sys-tem. The work of Alur et al. is of partiular intererst sine it deals with systems withnon-deterministi data transition onstraints though it applies in the hybrid systems do-main. Both tehniques are limited to linear data onditions and linear data onstraints, andsu�er from non-termination problems when exat approximation is required.The notion of domain redution is not entirely new; among several earlier works, datapath abstration for hardware systems [11℄ and the �nite domain method for verifying equal-ity formulas [14℄ are examples that attempted to redue the variable domains for limitedtypes of systems. Our work attempts to generalize domain redution abstration for softwaresystems to the largest extent.2 System Model and Basi De�nitions2.1 System ModelWe use the same system model introdued in [4℄ as a basis to lassify our systems of interest.Our system model is a tuple (N;N0; v;D;�;C) where{ N is a �nite set of ontrol nodes and N0 � N is a set of initial ontrol nodes.



{ v is a �nite vetor of data variables over D where D is the Cartesian produt of thedomains of the data variables.{ � is a mapping from N2 to 2D�D.{ C is a �nite set of onditions on v of the form  := �(v) ./ 0 where ./2 f<;�;=; 6=;�; >gand � : D �! <.The system model de�nes a basi transition system M = (S; S0; R;AP;L) [4℄ whereS = N � D is a set of states, S0 = N0 � D is a set of initial states, AP = N [ C is aset of atomi propositions, L(n; v) = fng [ f� 2 C j �(v)g labels eah state with atomipropositions in AP , and R is a transition relation de�ned on S �S so that R((m;x); (n; y))i� (x; y) 2 �((m;n)).Note that data values are only distinguishable through the onditions in C in this typeof system. Also, we use the term data ondition for  2 C instead of the term onstraint inorder to distinguish it from our notion of data onstraint whih will be introdued shortly.For notational onveniene we write (s; t) 2 R as R(s; t) and all s and t the pre-stateand post-state respetively. For a state s = (n; d) 2 S, we use s jN= n, s jD= d to representthe ontrol node and the data node respetively. We would use Di instead of D, if theprojetion to the ith data variable is required. A path in the system M from a state s is a(�nite or in�nite) sequene of states � = s0s1s2 : : : suh that s0 = s and R(si; si+1) holdsfor all i � 0. �(s0) denotes a path with initial state s0.2.2 Classi�ationWe lassify the basi transition system de�ned above into two ategories: onstraint freedata transition systems, and onstrained data transition systems after introduing some baside�nitions.De�nition 1 Data and state equivalene1. x; y 2 D are data equivalent, written x � y, i� 8 2 C : (x) = (y).2. Two states s; s0 2 S are state equivalent, written s ' s0, i� L(s) = L(s0), i.e., sjN =s0jN ^ sjD � s0jD.We denote D=� (S=') for the set of equivalene lasses indued by � (') on D (S) andei(Ei) for the ith data (state) equivalene lass.De�nition 2 R is said to be a onstrained transition for Di if for eah state-equivalenelass Ej , there is a �nite set of data transition funtions F iEj = ffi j fi : Di �! Dig suhthat1. ffi(x) j fi 2 F iEjg 6= Di for some x 2 Di, and2. R(s; t) for s 2 Ej i� (sjD ; tjD) 2 �((sjN ; tjN )) and tjDi = fi(sjDi) for some fi 2 F iEj .A onstrained data transition means that the transition relation imposes onstraintson the spei� data values of the pre-state and the post-state. The type of onstraints weonsider here is a �nite set of funtions|i.e., the data in the post-state is an appliation of afuntion to the data in the pre-state. The spei� funtion to be applied may be dependenton the label of the pre-state, dependent on eah data equivalene lass, or globally de�ned.When F iEj has more than one funtion element, the data transition is taken by non-deterministi hoie among the several data transition funtions. In this way, we allow �nitenon-determinism in the system.A data variable vi is said to be onstrained if R is a onstrained transition for Di, andunonstrained otherwise (i.e., the variable hange values randomly).



De�nition 3 A transition system M is a onstrained data transition system (on-strained system for short) if there exists a data variable vi whih is onstrained. It is aonstraint-free data transition system if vi is unonstrained for every i.The following property an be drived from the de�nition; if there is a transition betweena pair of states (s; t), any other pair of states (s0; t0) with the same labels as s; t respetivelysatis�es a legal transition between them if they satisfy data transition onstraints.Property 1. Let M = (S; S0; R; L;AP ) be a onstrained system where some data variablesv1; v2; : : : ; vn are onstrained with FEj = F 1Ej �F 2Ej � : : :�FnEj for eah Ej . Then, for s 2 Ejand (f1; f2; : : : ; fn) 2 FEj , R(s; t) ^ s ' s0 ^ t ' t0 ^ fi(s0jDi) = t0jDi , 1 � 8i � n, impliesR(s0; t0).In general, there may be transition systems whih do not fall in the two ategories. Suhsystems are not onsidered here. In this paper, when we refer to a transition system, it isassumed to be either a onstrained data transition system or a onstraint-free data transitionsystem.3 Domain Redution Abstration for Constrained SystemsFor onstraint-free data transition systems, the domain redution abstration tehniqueredues the original domain to a set of data representatives from eah data equivalenelass. We have proved that the abstrat system with the redued domain bisimulates theoriginal system [5℄. Here, we disuss the domain redution for onstrained data transitionsystems in depth.Domain redution abstration for onstrained systems is based on the seletion of repre-sentative data values for the abstrat system{a data value v an be a representative of otherdata value v0 if for any data trajetory from v0 there is a data trajetory from v that movesthrough the same data equivalene lasses in fewer steps. The redued domain inludes eahrepresentative data value v, and all the data values on the minimal path from v upto the lastnode of hange. The notion of minimal path and node of hange will be disussed shortly.By introduing data stuttering, an abstrat system based on the redued domain sim-ulates the original system. This tehnique works for onstrained transition systems with a�nite state spae, or with in�nite state systems that have at least one data trajetory perstate that passes through �nitely many number of data equivalene lasses.3.1 Basi De�nitionsThe following de�nitions were originally introdued in [5℄, but we inlude them here sinethey are essential to understand the remainder of this paper.De�nition 4 Trae and segment length sequene1. A trae T [�(s0)℄ of a path �(s0) is a sequene of data equivalene lasses e0e1e2 : : : withei 6= ei+1 for all i suh that s0jD 2 e0 and for all i; j � 0, sijD 2 ej implies si+1jD 2 ejor si+1jD 2 ej+1.2. A node of hange in a path �(s0) is either s0 or a state si suh that sijD 2 ej andsi�1jD 62 ej for some data equivalene lass ej .3. The segment length sequene N [�(s0)℄ = [n1; n2; : : :℄ of a path �(s0) is an orderedsequene of natural numbers where ni = q � p, sp and sq are nodes of hange suh thatspjD 2 ei�1, sqjD 2 ei for two adjaent data equivalene lasses ei�1, ei in T [�(s0)℄.



Intuitively, a trae T [�(s0)℄ is a sequene of the data equivalene lasses of D that arereahable from s0 in order, nodes of hange are states along the path at whih there is ahange in data equivalene lass, and the segment length sequene is a sequene of naturalnumbers that represents the number of steps to reah from one equivalene lass to anotheralong the path �(s0).We say N [�(s0)℄ � N [�0(s00)℄ if 8i; ni � mi where ni 2 N [�(s0)℄ and mi 2 N [�0(s00)℄,N [�(s0)℄ � N [�0(s00)℄ when N [�(s0)℄ � N [�0(s00)℄ and ni < mi for some i. We also say that�0 is a trajetory redution of � if T [�℄ = T [�0℄ and N [�0℄ � N [�℄.De�nition 5 Minimal state and minimal path1. A state s is a minimal state if and only if 8s0 ' s, 9�(s) suh that for all path �(s0),T [�(s0)℄ = T [�(s)℄ implies N [�(s0)℄ 6� N [�(s)℄.2. A path �min(s) is a minimal path from s if and only if 8�(s), T [�(s)℄ = T [�min(s)℄implies N [�(s)℄ 6� N [�min(s)℄. �min(s) denotes the subpath of �min(s) up to the lastnode of hange.When a state s is a minimal state, for any given state s0 that has the same label as s,there exists a path �(s) that either redues the segment lengths for all the paths �(s0) withthe same trae, or has a unique trae. From the possibly non-deterministi data transitiononstraints, a state an be an initial state for several di�erent paths with the same trae.Among them, a minimal path is a trajetory redution of all other omparable paths fromthe same initial state with the same trae.The � relation de�nes a partial order on the set of paths, and thus, there an be inom-parable paths using the � relation. The above de�nitions ensures that those inomparablepaths are all onsidered in our redued domain.The following proposition an be easily derived from the de�nition of a minimal state.Proposition 1. s is not a minimal state if and only if 9s0 ' s, 8�(s) suh that for some�(s0), T [�(s0)℄ = T [�(s)℄ ^N [�(s0)℄ � N [�(s)℄.3.2 Abstration TheoryA minimal state that redues trajetories of all paths from another state is a representativestate to be inluded in a redued domain. The following lemma and orollary show theexistene of suh a minimal state for any state in the system under ertain assumptiondisussed before.Lemma 1. Suppose 8s 2 S, 9�(s) with a �nite trae. Then, for any state s 2 S, there existsa minimal state s0 2 S suh that s0 ' s and 8�(s), 9�(s0) that satis�es T [�(s)℄ = T [�(s0)℄and N [�(s0)℄ � N [�(s)℄.Proof. The proof is obvious when s itself is a minimal state. Suppose s is not a minimal state.By Proposition 1, 9s1 ' s, 8�(s) suh that T [�(s1)℄ = T [�(s)℄ ^ N [�(s1)℄ � N [�(s)℄ forsome �(s1). If s1 is a minimal state, then let s0 = s1. Otherwise, again 9s2 ' s, 8�(s1) suhthat T [�(s2)℄ = T [�(s1)℄ ^ N [�(s2)℄ � N [�(s1)℄ for some �(s2). In this way we an identifya sequene of states s1s2 : : : suh that 8�(s); 9�(s1); �(s2); : : : with T [�(s)℄ = T [�(s1)℄ =T [�(s2)℄ : : : and: : : � : : : � N [�(si)℄ � N [�(si�1)℄ � : : : � N [�(s1)℄ � N [�(s)℄



Note that the sequene annot be in�nite when some of the trae T [�(s)℄ is �nite and eahelement of N [�(s)℄ is a �nite natural number. Therefore, there exists a �nite sequene ofstates s1s2 : : : sn with a minimal state sn suh that 8�(s), 9�(s1); �(s2); : : : �(sn) whereT [�(sn)℄ = T [�(sn�1)℄ = : : : = T [�(s)℄N [�(sn)℄ � N [�(sn�1)℄ � : : : � N [�(s)℄:Let s0 = sn. s0 is the minimal state that satis�es the laim. 2The following orollary an be proved in a similar way.Corollary 1. Let S be �nite. Then, for any state s 2 S, there exists a minimal state s 2 Ssuh that 8�(s) in M , 9�(s0) in M that satis�es T [�(s)℄ = T [�(s0)℄ and N [�(s0)℄ � N [�(s)℄.As a result, the existene of the representative minimal state is guaranteed for �nite (nomatter how large they are) state systems, and in�nite state systems with at least one �nitetrae per state. In the following setions we assume this assumption holds.3.3 Domain redution abstrationNow, the redued domain for an abstrat system of M is de�ned to inlude a data value ofa minimal state and all data values on its minimal data paths up to the last node of hange.De�nition 6 D0 is the smallest subset of D inludingSs02min statesfsijD j si : ith state on �min(s0)g, where min states is a set of all minimalstates in S.Next, we introdue a data identity transition RDid de�ned as ((n; x); (n0; x)) 2 RDid if((n; x); (n0; x0)) 2 R and x � x0 for any ontrol nodes n; n0 and data nodes x; x0. Intuitively,the data identity transition allows the system to stay in the same data node while the ontrolnode hanges aording to the transition relation R. This allows for the stuttering of datanodes within the same data equivalene lass.For a given onstrained data transition system M = (S; S0; R; L;AP ), let M 0 =(S0; S00; R0; L0; AP 0) be an abstrated transition system ofM where AP 0 = AP , S0 = N�D0,S00 = N0�D0, L0 = S0� 1L, and R0 = (R[RDid)\ (S0�S0). Here, D0 is the redued domainde�ned in De�nition 6.The following lemma shows that for any state s 2 S, there is a state s0 2 S0 that has anequivalent path �0(s0) in M 0 for any path �(s) in M . A proof that M 0 simulates M follows.Lemma 2. 8s0 2 S, 9s00 2 S0 suh that for any �(s0) = s0s1 : : : in M , 9�(s00) = s00s01 : : : inM 0 that satis�es si ' s0i for all i.Proof. If s0 is a minimal state, then s0 2 S0 and there exists �min(s0) in M 0 suh thatT [�(s0)℄ = T [�min(s0)℄ ^ N [�min(s0)℄ � N [�(s0)℄ from the de�nition of M 0. Otherwise,there exists a minimal state t0 ' s0 in S and a minimal path �min(t0) in M suh thatT [�(s0)℄ = T [�min(t0)℄ ^N [�min(t0)℄ � N [�(s0)℄ from Lemma 1 or Corollary 1. Note thatt0 2 S0 and the orresponding �min(t0) with T [�min(t0)℄ = T [�min(t0)℄ is inM 0 by de�nitionof S0 and M 0.1 � is the notation for domain restrition in Z. S � R of a relation R to a set S relates x to y i�R relates x to y and x is a member of S [15℄



For N [�(s0)℄ = fn1; n2; : : :g and N [�min(t0)℄ = fm1;m2; : : :g, let sidx = fp1; p2; : : : ; gand tidx = fq1; q2; : : : ; g be sequenes of indies of nodes of hange in �(s0) and �min(t0)respetively. That is, pi = �ij=1nj and qi = �ij=1mj .A path �(s0) in M 0 an be de�ned as follows.1. 8i; s0ijN = sijN ,2. s0ijD = 8>>>>>><>>>>>>: t0jD if i = 0tkjD where8>>>><>>>>:k = i if i < q1k = q1 � 1 if q1 � i < p1k = i� pj + qj if pj � i < pj+1 and i� pj < mj+1k = qj+1 � 1 if pj � i < pj+1 and i� pj � mj+1k = ql if i > pl where pl is the largest.Then, s0i ' si for all i. Note that (s0i; s0i+1) 2 R0 for all i, sine either (1) (s0i; s0i+1) 2 R byProperty 1 or (2) (s0i; s0i+1) 2 RDid. Case 1 implies R0(s0i; s0i+1) by the de�nition of R0 and thefat that s0i; s0i+1 2 S0. Case 2 is a legal transition relation in M 0. Therefore, �(s00) is a pathin M 0. 2We say a path �(s00) = s00s01 : : : is equivalent to a path �(s0) = s0s1 : : : if and only ifs0i ' si for all i.Now, we de�ne a relation between the original system and the abstrat system in termsof the path equivalene as follows.De�nition 7 H � S�S0 is a relation on S�S0 suh that H(s; s0) if and only if 8�(s); 9�(s0)suh that �(s0) is equivalent to �(s).Theorem 1. H is a simulation relation 2 between M and M 0.Proof. Let H(s; s0). L(s) = L(s0) = L0(s0) from s ' s0 and by the de�nition of the labelingfuntion. L(s) \ AP 0 = L0(s0) is obvious by AP = AP 0Let R(s; t) for some t 2 S. For any path �(st) there exists a path �(s0 t̂) in M 0 that isequivalent to �(st) by Lemma 2. Therefore, t ' t̂ guaranteeing the existene of t̂ 2 S0 thatsatis�es R0(s0; t̂) ^ t̂ ' t. Suppose for all suh t̂ ( t ' t̂ ^ R0(s0; t̂) ), 9�(t) in M suh that8�(t̂) in M 0, ti 6' t̂i for some i. Consider a path �(st) = s j �(t) and �(s0 t̂) = s0 j �(t̂).Clearly, �(s0t̂) is not equivalent to �(st) for any t̂ with t̂ ' t ^ R0(s0; t̂), whih ontraditsto H(s; s0). Therefore, 9t̂ 2 S0 suh that 8�(t) in M , 9�(t̂) in M 0 with ti ' t̂i for all i andR0(s0; t̂). H(t; t̂) ^ R0(s0; t̂) follows. 2The fat that M 0 simulates M diretly follows from Lemma 2.Theorem 2. M 0 simulates 3 M .Proof. From Lemma 2, for any initial state s0 2 S0, 9s00 2 S0 suh that H(s0; s00) holds.Sine s00 ' s0, s00 2 S00 by de�nition of S00. 2We onlude that M 0 is a onservative abstration of M , and thus, any ACTL� formulasatis�ed by M 0 is also satis�ed by M .2 We use the same de�nition of simulation relation de�ned in [6℄.3 We use the same notion de�ned in [6℄.



4 AppliationIn a previous report [5℄, we de�ned an algorithm to ompute a redued data domain forsystems with deterministi data transition onstraints. We an use the same algorithm inthe non-deterministi ase disussed in this paper. If we an put an upper and lower limiton the rate of hange of the data variables, we an use these deterministi limits to over-approximate the redued domain using the algorithm for the deterministi ase.4.1 Treatment of Non-deterministi Data ConstraintsOur approah is based on over-approximating the redued domain by omputing the worstase hange of the data variables, that is, we ompute redued domains using the upper limitfor the data growth rate and using the lower limit of the growth rate. Our redued domainfor the nondeterministi system is the union of the redued domains for the deterministiapproximations.For the deterministi ases, we ompute every possible maximal trae and its orrespond-ing minimal data trajetory. A maximal trae t starting in equivalene e1 is a trae that isnot a subtrae of any other trae starting in e1. The minimal data trajetory is the trajetorywith minimal segment lengths that follow trae t. The initial data value of eah minimaldata trajetory an be a data value of a minimal state. Our redued domain is an intervalinluding eah initial data value v and all the data values of a minimal data trajetorystarting from v and up to the last node of hange.As an example, suppose we have a onstrained system with two data equivalene lassese1 = fx j x < 10g, e2 = fx j x � 10g with non-deterministi data transition funtionsde�ned over eah ei, Fe1 = ff j f(x) = x + �; � 2 [�1::2℄; x 2 e1g, Fe2 = ff j f(x) =x + �; � 2 [�3::2℄; x 2 e2g. Then, every �nite or in�nite trae of a trajetory is oneof (e1; (e2; e1)�),(e2; (e1; e2)�), (e1; e2)�, and (e2; e1)�. Among all possible data transitionfuntions for x, we an hoose one with maximum positive hange f+(x) = x + 2 and onewith maximum non-positive hange f�(x) = x � 3 and ompute minimal data trajetoriesfor the maximal �nite traes (e1; e2) and (e2; e1; ) respetively.Note that we need two assumptions to redue the non-deterministi ase to a determin-isti ase; (1) it is possible to provide an upper and lower bound of the growth rate of thedata onstraints, and (2) every maximal trae is �nite for deterministi data onstraints.We limit our disussion of automation to systems with the following onditions that assurethat these two assumptions hold. We are urrently investigating how we an relax theseassumptions to provide an algorithm for the more general ases.1. Eah data transition onstraint funtion f 2 FEi for a variable vk is in the form off(vk) = avk + b, where a 2 f0; 1g and b is an integer onstant.2. Eah numeri funtion �(v) appearing in the set of data onditions is a polynomial.Sine there is a �nite number of data onstraint funtions, the one with the maximum(or minimum) hange an be identi�ed by identifying the maximum and minimum values forb. The �niteness of the maximal traes are guaranteed sine (1) the number of equivalenelasses is �nite, (2) the data values do not hange signs periodially, and (3) the dataonditions (v) are not periodi.4.2 AutomationGiven the upper and lower limits of the data onstraint funtions, we an derive a redueddomain for eah ase and use the union as the redued domain for the non-deterministi



/* initially, SAT = ei, Trae = feig, step = 0, REACH = D=� � feig. */min trae(ei; SAT; Trae; step;REACH)while REACH 6= ;pik ej 2 REACH, REACH := REACH � fejgk := 1;, distane :=1while(1) Target := fk+step(ej)if SAT ^ Target is satis�ableSAT := SAT ^ Target, step := step+ k, Trae := Trae+ fejgmin trae(ei; SAT; Trae; step;REACH)else d := distane test(SAT; Target)if d < distanedistane := d ; k++;else break;add (SAT; Trae; step) to the output list.Fig. 1. Maximal trae and minimal segment length sequene generationsystem. We �rst disuss systems with all onstrained variables. The approah for systemswith both onstrained and unonstrained data variables is then briey overed.Trae omputation. The algorithm in Figure 1, whih was originally presented in [5℄,illustrates a proess to identify a maximal trae with a minimal segment length sequene. Adata value of a minimal state is identi�ed by omputing a possible maximal �nite trae anda minimal number of steps required for a data trajetory to follow the trae. For a givenset of data equivalene lasses fe1; e2; : : : ; eng, the existene of a trae from ei to ej an beomputed by reursively heking the satis�ability of SAT ^ fk1(ej), where fk1(ej) denotesa k1 times symboli transformation of ej using f . SAT is initially a data equivalene lassei(6= ej). By repeating this proess now using SAT := SAT ^ fk1(ej) we an investigatethe reahability of the other equivalene lasses. We repeat this proess until a maximalsatis�able formula SAT is identi�ed. The ordered equivalene lasses in the resulting SATformula is a maximal trae and the fkig sequene is the segment length sequene for apossible minimal path.Whether or not there exists a k that satis�es SAT^fk(ej) an be determined by hekingthe distane between SAT and fk(ej) as k grows. Given our assumptions, the distane anbe de�ned as j x � fk(y) j for a pair of random initial values x 2 SAT and y 2 ej . As y istransformed, the omputation stops if the distane grows onluding that ej is not reahablefrom the data region represented by SAT .The algorithm as stated in Figure 1 applies to the ase where the data onditions arelinear. The same algorithm applies to systems with non-linear data onditions with a minormodi�ation; an equivalene lass de�ned by non-linear data onditions may appear morethan one on a maximal trae. For example, in a system with two data equivalene lassese1 : x2 > y, e2 : x2 � y, and a data transition onstraints x0 = x+ 1, y0 = y + 1, a possiblemaximal trae is e1e2e1. Therefore, the initial REACH must inlude several opies of dataequivalene lasses|the required number of opies of data equivalene lasses is determinedby the degree of the data onditions.
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accelerate
s'=s+[0..10]
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s'=s-10
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Constant
    min_dist : positive integer
Input Variable
    S_f : 0..50    /* front vehicle speed*/

Internal variables
      d : non-negative integer
            initially, d> min_dist
      s : 0..50  /*vehicle speed*/

constraints
     s_f' = max(0, s_f+[-10..10]
     s' = max(0, s-10) if d<= min_dist
            s+[0..10] otherwise
     d' = d+ s_f' -s'Fig. 2. Cruise Control SystemDomain Redution. For eah onstraint funtion with a maximum hange fi, the algo-rithm generates as its result a set of tuples (f(SATik ; T raeik ; Stepik)g where Traeik is apossible trae, SATik is the region from whih the trae an start, and Stepik is the num-ber of steps required to for a minimal trajetory to follow the trae. Note that any valuevik 2 SATik is a data value of a possible minimal state. Our redued domain D0 is initiallythe union of all suh values (Sfvikg) and expanded by inluding the data values of all nodesof hange as follows:1. D0 := D0 [ ffStepiki (vik )g.2. D0 := D0 [ ff tj (vik ) j vik 2 e1 ^ f tj (em) ^ SATik ; where Traejk = e1e2 : : : emgThe �rst step expands D0 so that for eah vik , D0 inludes the data value of the last nodeof hange for the trajetories following the trae Traeik . If vik belongs to an initial dataequivalene lass of some other trae (Traejk) generated by some other maximum onstraintfuntion (fj), we want to inlude the last node of hange for the trajetory starting in vikand following trae Traejk , if there is one,|this node of hange is omputed by f tj (vik )where t is the number of steps for SATik to reah the last equivalene lass on the othertrae Traejk . The seond step ensures that D0 inludes the data value of the last node ofhange for every possible minimal data trajetory from vik . Our �nal redued domain is thesmallest interval that inludes all data values identi�ed from these two steps.4.3 Systems with both Unonstrained and Constrained Data VariablesWhen a variable is unonstrained in an equivalene lass while other variables are on-strained, the same algorithm an be applied by introduing auxiliary variables over the samedomain as the unonstrained variables. For example, suppose a system has two equivalenelasses e1 : x < y, e2 : x � y, and x is onstrained by x0 = x + 1 while y is unonstrained.Then the symboli transformation will be in the form of e1 ^ f(e2) = x < y ^x+1 � z. Wehave to introdue the new unonstrained variable z to apture that there is no relationshipbetween the y that satis�es e1 and the y that satis�es f(e2). For eah identi�ed maximalformula SAT , data values for possible minimal states onsist of (1) a random value for eahunonstrained variable that satisfy SAT and (2) values for onstrained variables that satisfySAT after determining the random values for unonstrained variables.



4.4 Example: The Cruise Control SystemWe illustrate the appliation of domain redution abstration with a toy ruise ontrolsystem. The ruise ontrol system(Figure 2) reeives the speed of the front vehile sf 2 [0::50℄as an input and issues the hange of speed s 2 [0::50℄ based on the distane d from thefront vehile; if the distane is greater than the pre-de�ned minimum distane min dist,it maintains or inreases the speed. Otherwise, it dereases the speed using the maximumdeeleration. The speed an hange by at most 10 mph in a step and vehiles do not gobakward.The safety property of interest is that this system never allows the vehile to be in theollided state, whih an be expressed in ACTL� as AG !(vehile status = ollided). Notethat the domain of d is unbounded whih requires an abstration.The system model generates three equivalene lasses, e1 : d > min dist, e2 : 0 < d �min dist, and e3 : d = 0. We also identify the deterministi data onstraint funtions thatprovide an upper and lower bound for the non-deterministi onstrains in the model. Theupper bound f+max an be de�ned with the set of data onstrains f+max = fd+ (sf + 10)�(s� 10); s� 10; sf +10g. The lower bound f�max is identi�ed to be f�max = fd+ (sf � 10)�(s+ 10); s+ 10; sf � 10g.trae step k SAT ^ Target satisfy? d ontinue?[e1; e2℄ 0 1 d > 150 ^ 20 < d+ sf � s � 170 ^ 0 � s � 50^ 0 � sf � 50 ^ sf � 10 yes 1 yes[e1; e2; e3℄ 1 1 d > 150 ^ 20 < d+ sf � s � 170 ^ 0 � s � 50^ d+ 2sf � 2s� 60 = 0 ^ 0 � sf � 50 ^ sf � 20 no 150 yes2 d > 150 ^ 20 < d+ sf � s � 170 ^ 0 � s � 50^ d+ 3sf � 3s� 120 = 0 ^ 0 � sf � 50 ^ sf � 30 yes . �nish3 SAT = d > 150 ^ 20 < d+ sf � s � 170 ^ 0 � s � 50^ d+ 3sf � 3s� 120 = 0 ^ 0 � sf � 50 ^ sf � 30Table 1. Sample trae omputationTable 1 shows a sample trae omputation using f�max and min dist = 150. From theresulting satis�able formula SAT , the minimum and maximum value pair for eah variable isidenti�ed as (dmax; dmin) = (151; 195), (sfmax ; sfmin) = (30; 40), and (smax; smin) = (40; 50)using a onstraint solver. In our ase studies we have used the onstraint solver CLP (q; r) [8℄to hek the satis�ability and identify the minimum and maximum values. After applyingf�max step = 3 times to the boundary value (d; sf ; s) = (151; 30; 50), the interval d = [0; 195℄,sf = [0; 40℄, s = [40; 50℄ is inluded in the redued domain. In a similar way, f+max identi�es atrae (e3; e2; e1) produing the intervals d = [0; 190℄, sf = [40; 50℄, s = [0; 40℄. The resultingredued domain inludes the union of the domain identi�ed by the lower and upper boundsof the onstraint funtions|the �nal domain is d = [0; 195℄, sf = [0; 50℄ and s = [0; 50℄.If we use min dist = 100, the algorithm generates a redued domain d : [0; 120℄, sf :[0; 50℄, and s : [0; 50℄. The symboli model hekerNuSMV [13℄ generates a ounter examplefor the property in seonds. Using the algorithm with min dist = 150 (as in the detaileddisussion above) generates a redued domain d : [0; 195℄, sf : [0; 50℄, and s : [0; 50℄ andNuSMV proves the property true.5 DisussionWe provide a formal foundation for domain redution abstration for systems with (linear ornon-linear) data onditions and data onstraints. We are partiularly interested in systems



with non-deterministi data transition onstraints sine most environmental onstraints arede�ned in suh a way.To make the tehnique pratial, an automated way of omputing data values for minimalstates is neessary. We suggest an algorithmi way of omputing those values for a limitedtype of systems. The omputational omplexity of algorithm is exponential in terms ofthe number of data variables with non-deterministi data onstraints and the number ofdata equivalene lasses. Nevertheless, we expet that those numbers are generally small inpratie. We are urrently pursuing some empirial data to see if this assumption is merited.The tehnique does not guarantee that state spae generated from the redued domainwill be small enough to be model heked. Nevertheless, our initial ase studies are promisingand we believe this tehnique has the potential to be pratial for many pratial ases, thus,extending the apability of model heking of models of software systems.Referenes1. R. Alur, T. Henzinger, and P. Ho. Automati symboli veri�ation of embedded systems. IEEETransations on Software Engineering, 22(3):181{201, Marh 1996.2. Ramesh Bharadwaj and Constane Heitmeyer. Model heking omplete requirements spe-i�ations using abstration. In First ACM SIGPLAN Workshop on Automati Analysis ofSoftware, 1997.3. T. Bultan, R. Gerber, and W. Pugh. Symboli model heking of in�nite state systems usingpresburger arithmeti. In Computer Aided Veri�ation. Springer Varlag, 1997.4. William Chan, Rihard Anderson, Paul Beame, and David Notkin. Combining onstraint solv-ing and symboli model heking for a lass of systems with non-linear onstraints. In Pro. ofCAV'97, LNCS 1254, pages 316{327. Springer, June 1997.5. Yunja Choi, Sanjai Rayadurgam, and Mats Heimdahl. Automati abstration for model hek-ing software systems with interrelated numeri onstraints. In Proeedings of the 9th ACMSIGSOFT Symposium on the Foundations of Software Engineering (FSE-9), pages 164{174,Vienna, Austria, September 2001.6. E. M. Clarke, Orna Grumberg, and Doron Peled. Model Cheking. MIT Press, 1999.7. E.M. Clarke, O. Grumberg, and D.E. Long. Model heking and abstration. ACM Transationon Programming Languages and Systems, 16(5):1512{1542, September 1994.8. Constraint logi programming over rational or real. Available athttp://www.ai.univie.a.at/lpqr/.9. E. Emerson and K. Namjoshi. On model heking for non-deterministi in�nite-state systems.In Thirteenth Annual IEEE Symposium on Logis in Computer Siene, pages 70{80, 1998.10. Susanne Graf and Hassen Saidi. Constrution of abstrat state graphs with PVS. In Proeedingsof the Computer Aided Veri�ation(CAV 1997), 1997.11. R. Hojati and R.K. Brayton. Automai datapath abstration of hardware systems. In 7thInternational Conferene, CAV1995, July 1995.12. Kedar S. Namjoshi and Robert P. Kurshan. Syntati program transformations for automatiabstration. In 12th International Conferene, CAV2000, pages 435{449, July 2000.13. NuSMV: A New Symboli Model Cheking. Available at http://http://nusmv.irst.it.it/.14. Amir Pnueli, Yoav Rodeh, Ofer Shtrihman, and Mihael Siegel. Deiding equality formulasby small domains instantiations. In 11th International Conferene, CAV1999, pages 455{469,July 1999.15. J.M. Spivey. The Z Notation: A Referene Manual. Prentie-Hall, 1992.


